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“Invisible Bridge” 

 

Introduction 

Why food? 

The survival of any organism depends on enough nutrition for living. Therefore, 

obtaining food (including extraction from nature and man-made production) has become a 

crucial matter. In this regard, all biological species are no exception. Eat when you are hungry, 

there is no other reason. Humans are the same as other animals. However, in addition to 

animality, humans also extend complex and diverse social characteristics from animality. A 

cultural system is attached to the food system. 

In the game Sid Meier's Civilization VI, five main factors will decide how the city would 

be developed in the end: food, production, culture, science, and religion. Among those five 

factors, food is the fundamental statistics. The city’s population only grows when there is enough 

food for consumption. Once the city has enough population, citizens would be able to engage in 

politics, science, art, religion, etc. The basic material life determines the process of social and 

cultural development. Therefore, the development stage of a nation or an era is established on 

this basis. 

The game is built based on reality. The evolution of Human civilization was completed in 

the process of searching for food and taste. Because the acquisition and distribution of food, the 

division of labor and stratification have occurred, and things that affect the economic and social 

structure, such as animal husbandry and agriculture have occurred. Because the competition for 

food-based survival resources has resulted in tribal conflicts, regional wars, invasions, even the 

Age of Discovery, this struggle has changed the world's landscape. Because the pursuit of food 

and taste, different culinary traditions, dietary etiquettes, and ritual cultures have emerged. These 

have become the signs of the distinction between civilization and barbarism. 

 



Positionality 

Crossing hundreds of miles to study abroad, I faced my first challenge -- cooking for 

myself. When I settled down in a different country, even though I consider myself an 

experienced cook back home, I still felt confused without all of the tools and ingredients that I 

was familiar with. To solve the problem, I decided to find substitutions for both spices and 

ingredients that I’m familiar with. For example, in traditional Chinese cuisine, green leaf 

vegetables usually used to stir-fry or boil in stock. On the other hand, in the United States, the 

most variety of green leafy vegetables were served uncooked. The moment that pushed me into a 

brand new learning process of the Western cuisine was when I made a terrible and inedible 

stir-fry dish by using endive, rainbow chard, and kale. It was extremely bitter and chewy. 

Besides the major difference in vegetable and meat, the utilization of various combinations of 

spices and herbs was also widely divergent. Either from the historical perspective, or from the 

culinary perspective, food is an exciting and infinite subject. In fact, I realized food had 

connected many social and cultural chapters together in human history, and also played a crucial 

role in culinary histories, and that’s how I started to do more research on my theme. 

 

 

Research 

Food and Space: New York City as a Hot Pot 

New York City is like a microcosm of the world. Communities with various cultural 

backgrounds are interlaced and stationed in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens. In such a densely 

populated space, communication and infusion, physically, emotionally, and cognitively, between 

communities with varied cultural backgrounds have become an inevitable thing (Parasecoli, 

418). Through everyday life, such as transportation, shopping and other daily activities, New 

Yorkers interact with people of different cultures. Moreover, it is not so much an active 

exchange between different cultures, but a bumping up against one another due to the density of 

the human space. An example can be found in the daily life of Tony Judt: Tony’s everyday 

routine is to send the unwashed clothes to the laundry store, where the owner is a Jew from 

Russia. Then, Tony can either walk two more street blocks for lunch, where the owner of the 

restaurant is from Italy, who prepared a lot of Tuscan food; or, if without full schedules, he can 

also enjoy a meal in the next block where he can find falafel from Israel. Even more, he can 



easily find the Arabic style lamb barbeque in a different street block. All these stores and foods 

are within two blocks from where Tony lives. Another interesting example can also show the 

diversity spaces created by people from diverse culture in New York: In Sunset Park, where one 

can go into a grocery shop to find ingredients from both North and South Mexico, which is 

unique due to the diversity of New York City, because it difficult  in Mexico to find a grocery 

store that mixed ingredients from the regional cuisines.. Similarly, in an Asian supermarket, it is 

almost impossible in any Asian country to find a grocery shop that includes such diverse 

ingredients and comprehensive shopping options. The space has forced the cultures to be mixed 

together, which created those spaces with shared diversities and eating and living habits.  

Speaking more about space and inclusion, in the space where there are large populations 

of immigrants, people’s self-consciousness and self-identity are often amplified. On the one 

hand, some new collective identity may be formed. For example, the immigrants coming from 

different parts of Italy at different points in time with different motivations, speaking mutually 

unintelligible dialects and eating very different food, found themselves establishing a new shared 

identity as Italian Americans, partly because the host community bunched them into an 

undifferentiated group and partly because they often shared neighborhoods, jobs, and a variety of 

social activities. 

On the other hand, the new identity, again, has driven cultural reproduction, that recreate 

“sub-cultural groups” that may originally come from the same ethnic origins. Some new 

traditions and habits -- that allows some of the minority communities to better adjust to the 

mainstream culture -- occurs among the immigrant communities, For example, Among Asian 

American communities, new “American Chinese” cuisine becomes so popular, and even 

becomes more popular than the authentic Chinese recipes, and some of the dishes, such as the 

General Tso’s chicken, becomes the “signs” of Chinese food among other ethnic community 

groups. Whenever the “new traditions” appeared among the immigrant communities (the 

Chinese American cuisine as an example), the subdivided groups within the communities 

appeared: Some recipes started circulating beyond immediate circles of acquaintances; the 

importers of some Chinese grocery store started to provided certain products over the others; and 

a set of holidays and relevant occasions slowly acquired more importance than others. Somehow, 

within this space, people can even find and learn the track of histories that had happened based 

on their food, dressing code, and living habits,etc. The residents in the City has the collective 



experiences, they may live in a communities with mixed or share culture, or they may also 

recreate different new sub-communities that originally came from the same historical and 

cultural background, and this subdivision often occurs in communities that people are originally 

from different parts of the home countries -- the south and east of Mexico as an example. 

 

Significance 

When immigrant groups leave their resources, contacts, living habits from their original 

country behind and come to the United States, they come to a completely different environment, 

which they might not even know the language. In the process of this spatial transformation, they 

changed from the main group person to a minority. What they can do to adjust themselves to the 

new environment is to integrate through various methods. However, at the same time, they also 

bring a part of their own native culture to maintain their identity. Just like many births of fusion 

dishes, traits remix and combine to make something new. 

The reason I choose food as my entry point for this design is because no matter where 

you are in the world, eating is an inevitable action. When immigrants come to a new 

environment, it takes time to work, to do grocery shopping, and cooking in order to maintain a 

normal life, and these activities will inevitably become a trick to build connections with others, 

whether it is on the physical, emotional, or cognitive level. The adapting process is similar to 

cooking, the new immigrants try to use a variety of ingredients, familiar or unfamiliar, to build a 

space that can make them feel comfortable. But this space is destined to be uncomfortable, 

because this space is neither the old nor the new, it is a liminal space between familiarity and 

unfamiliarity. For example, their cooking techniques and seasoning techniques may be what they 

are familiar with, but the ingredients have to be the local ingredients from the new environment. 

With the process of practicing acculturation, the immigrants’ cooking and seasoning techniques, 

and even the understanding of various local ingredients will gradually change as they will be 

affected by the local culture -- which in turn also depends on the composition of the local culture, 

which, as I mentioned before, in such a tiny space in New York, different communities share 

many public spaces, and each communities are influenced by each other in terms of culture and 

living habits. At the same time, this wonderful melting pot process is also the reason why the 

fusion cuisine that has emerged in New York has its unique charm. One may see two cultures 

that separated by physical distances originally but merged together in just a few street blocks. 



 

Food Can Build the Bridge 

The way food connects people is far deeper and more complicated than we think. The 

power of food is also richer and more influential than we thought. In a society where 

polarization, extremization, pure nationalism, and racial discrimination are becoming 

increasingly serious, by revealing the history and culture behind food, people can understand 

more that it is more complicated than the way they used to think about the links between people 

of different culture background. In modern society, the function of food is no longer simply to 

provide nutrition for the normal operation of the body, but also to understand the integration of 

culture, ethnicity, and history through the consuming process: Through the age of geographical 

discovery by searching for spices, to the current stage of globalized trade, food DNA is no longer 

purely national or regional, but a result of integration. For example, It has been well-known that 

pizza is from Italy and ramen is from Japan, but by studying the history, we can find that pizza 

was introduced to Italy from ancient Greece and was carried forward in the Italian region, and 

ramen was also introduced to Japan from China in the Qing Dynasty. However, as the colonists 

landed on the American continent, after many years of change and evolution, the pizza in the 

United States has formed its own system and has its own uniqueness. The East Coast and West 

Coast are very different in terms of the pizza culture. Different immigrant groups have also 

brought their own cultural food characteristics, and then these unique cultures are blending 

together in the spaces with high diversity -- New York City as the perfect example: The system 

of diet formed with diversity and varieties has become part of the daily lives of people living in 

the New York City, and such blending and mixing is so unique that one cannot find elsewhere. 

These people, regardless of immigrants or natives, have formed a typical living system that is 

independent from the original cultural system. 

Moreover, by comparing the histories of foods, we will learn the hidden stories and 

cultures of the food origins and our understanding of these foods in modern society. Usually, 

learning these history and culture is based on historical documents and academic articles to 

obtain relevant knowledge. My project uses multimedia data visualization/physicalization so that 

the audience can build a basic understanding of the complex and huge system of food and 

immigration culture and history in a short time. After having more knowledge, I hope the 



audience can become more open to the multicultural environment -- starting from exposure to the 

food of different cultures, including ingredients, cooking methods, restaurants, etc. 

 

Solution 

First Prototype 

On the day 1 of 5 in 5 exercise, I focused on the question of “What are the reasons for 

Jewish New Yorkers eating at Chinese restaurants on Christmas?” and did research from 

different perspectives. For example, the history of Jewish and Chinese immigrants, the structure 

of Jewish, Chinese, and other European cuisine, and the difference between American and 

Chinese holidays. Based on the research, a comprehensive summary was done with some 

possible reasons I found through internet searching. A set of infographic posters or data 

visualization was settled to answer the question I raised above from two aspects. 

The first is the timeline of each immigrant group that arrived in New York City. In the 

end of the 19th century and early 20 century – between 1880 and 1920 – Chinese, Jewish, and 

Italian immigrants all came to New York and settled on the Lower East Side. Because of the 

various anti-Semitism activities that emerged in Eastern Europe in the end of the 19th century 

(after 1881), a large number of Jews fleeing Europe to settle in the United States. Meanwhile, 

within the United State, due to the Chinese Exclusion Acts, many Chinese Immigrants came to 

New York from California after the 1880s seeking for job opportunities and better living 

conditions.. A large number of Chinese immigrants were thrown into restaurant and laundry 

business in order to find a way of living.  

 

(The location of First opened Chinese restaurant in NYC) 



The second aspect is related to the restriction and custom of Jewish, Chinese, and other 

European cuisine. One of the restrictions of Kosher food is not eating dairy products together 

with meat. While the combination of dairy products and meat was a common thing in European 

cuisine, most traditional Chinese cooking does not incorporate milk or cheese during the cooking 

process (Chandler para.9). Also, the similarity between Jewish and Chinese cuisines played an 

important role in this scenario. Some familiar ingredients or dishes might be found both at the 

Jew and Chinese cuisine dinner table: Lots of dishes were seasoned with garlic, celery, and 

onions. Also, in Jewish diners, one could find the cure-all dish: chicken soup(“Matzo Ball 

Soup”) in a Chinese restaurant. In addition, Eastern European Jews prefered to drink tea without 

milk, just like Chinese custom coincidentally. 

 

3D Data visualization / physicalization 

The purpose of data visualization is giving data the ability to tell stories and to be more 

accurate. Data visualization is a method to present the relationship between data sets, also 

between the data and reality world. It could be regarded as an abstract or a realistic way of how 

we present our perception of the world. For me, data visualization is a special language, just like 

character and voice. As a medium, traditional 2D data visualization has been developed to a 

mature method, whether from the aesthetic aspect or the scientific aspect. In the past few years, 

3D data visualization has gradually entered people's field of vision. The earliest references to 3D 

data visualization are usually in geography-related statistics or more scientific research, but now 

there are more artists who are exploring the methods to integrate Give 3d data visualization 

through a more artistic form. 

In traditional 2D data visualization, the elements that affect people's cognition include 

shape, size, color, etc., but in three-dimensional space, although there is only one more Z axis at 

the spatial level, the elements that affect people's cognition have increased, which include mass, 

volume, light and shadow, texture and even taste, smell, etc. This means that designers can take 

advantage of 3d space, the use of non-traditional elements to express different criteria. 

 “All senses can participate in information gathering and they each have unique characteristics 

that can be leveraged by physicalizations. Touch, for example, requires close contact with the 

object, meaning that materials can be manipulated to influence our emotional states (Bhargava 



para.3). Physicalizations can take advantage of these additional sensory channels to convey a 

larger range of meanings than a simple visual display (Jansen,Yvonne, et al).” 

3D data visualization or physicalization has a unique power in this response because of 

the way they engage people in space with data. They use the power of spectacle and novelty to 

catch attention, provide novel ways for people to relate to data they don’t know, and to bring 

regular people together to create things based on data. Meanwhile, the abstract aesthetic 

expression can bring people more intuitive physical senses. Compared with reading a scientific 

data visualization graph that requires a high level concentration, the abstract form strengthens the 

direct visual and physical perception for viewers in a short amount of time. 

 

 

(Tōhoku Japanese Earthquake by Luke Jerram) 

 

The data source of this sculpture piece is the data that has been collected by the 

seismograph within 9 minutes of the occurrence of the Tohoku earthquake and tsunami in Japan 

in 2011. The original data was imported and processed by 3D modeling software, and then 

directly exported and printed by 3D printing technology. During this physicalization process, the 

intention of the artist was exploring how data had been read and presented in a three dimensional 

space, and percepted by audiences. Through my observation of documented images and videos, I 

draw some conclusions for the artist’s process. First of all, the material used by the artist is very 

smooth. The frosted appearance enhances a gentle and calm feeling. The choice of colors, both 

material and lighting, is also relatively neutral and warm, which will not bring overwhelming 



emotional impact to the audience. At the same time, the effect brought by single directional point 

light made the whole scene more dramatic. Generally speaking, the raw data recorded by the 

seismograph is a two dimensional curve with a large amplitude and sharp turning angle, as 

shown in the following figure: 

 

 

 

In terms of visual aspect, the intuitive feelings that such dense and sharp lines bring to people are 

usually depressed, scared, and heavy. But the artist converts the data into a combination of 

several circle planes with smooth edges. The smooth edges, coupled with the enhancement of 

materials and light, further eliminate the feelings of the original dataset, and bring a brand new 

atmosphere by changing the appearance of the object. 

 

Overlapping of the Space 

If we consider each community with different cultural and ethnic backgrounds as a 

separate square, then in the large space of New York, each community will have many 

overlapping parts, which represent the shared public space. Through each small square The 

overlap between the spaces reflects the close connection in this space, and even a feeling of 

oppression.  

In this design, I compiled the data of 457 restaurants in Manhattan. The source of the data 

is the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) New York City Restaurant 

Inspection Results. This large and comprehensive database records every restaurant: Particularly, 

The name of the restaurant, street name, type of cuisine, sanitary inspection rating, latitude and 

longitude, administrative area and other information. A total of 40,000 individual records, for the 

convenience of statistics, all the restaurant records I selected are from March 2020, and this 

datasets excluded the geographical location of restaurants with incomplete location information 

are then divided into different categories based on different cuisines. A total of 14 categories: 



Indian, American, Asian, Caribbean, Chinese, French, Italian, Japanese, Jewish Kosher, Korean, 

Latin, Mexican, Spanish, Thai . Then, through the python based program, the latitude and 

longitude of a restaurant is converted to the coordinates of the XY axis, and the coordinates of 

the Z axis are determined by the number of the council districts. With a total of 457 records, 

American restaurants account for nearly one-third, with a total of 135; Chinese Restaurants and 

Italian Restaurants accounted for 11%, respectively, with 50 of various types; and the Japanese 

Restaurant and Mexican restaurant, which accounted for 10% and 8%, respectively, with the 

specific numbers were 46 and 36. The remaining types are all 1 It ranges from% to 5%, and I 

would not list all of them here. The degree of luminescence is based on the proportion of the 

number of restaurants, but with a reversed format: The smaller the proportion, the higher the 

brightness of the larger number, and vice versa. This is to strengthen the connection of a hidden 

and unpopular data presentation.  

 

(first attempt) 

 

After the first attempt, I feel the whole model was still lacking the presentation of some 

of my key concepts, such as communication and infusion. As a result, adding animation to each 

cube might be a potential solution to refreshing the message behind my animation. So I made 

some improvements: 

 



 

(second attempt: adding animation to each cube) 

 

At this point, the animation of all cubes was unified. The intuitive feeling of this type of 

animation was rigid, in my opinion. The emission effect was overwhelmingly visually attractive 

at this point. So, for the next version, I played around with different materials and modifiers to 

enhance the flow of my animation. I wish the underlying flow could be highlighted in the 

animation. Here is my third attempt: 

 

(third attempt:highlighting the hidden flow of the transformation) 

 



Through the improvement process, I started to rethink the form and the meaning of data 

visualization. The basic function of a piece of data visualization was converting big datasets to a 

graphic representation for viewers to understand it in a short amount of time compared to reading 

through the whole article or analysis. But, on the other side of the scientific approach, when you 

remove the need for instrumentality, there is a kind of expressiveness that comes up. It’s a place 

that exists between science and fine art. Whether approaching from a scientific perspective or an 

art perspective, what we are looking for in the data visualization, is pattern. When you find the 

pattern appears visually, something goes off your brain and one of the ways that gets translated is 

that the pattern is inspirational and raises questions. As I mentioned in the first round critique in 

the early this semester, a good data visualization has an ability to bring questions and attention to 

the audience.  
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